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SYNOPSIS
Twenty-four hours in the life of Loris Daitona. He is a dissolute Roman writer and former
star of the literary scene, who had published his only novel when he was just sixteen: the
best seller for teen-agers Ti Lovvo - I Luvve You. Ten years later, what happened to Loris
Daitona?
The comedic parabola of this day starts inside of an unknown pink bedroom in which
Daitona wakes up without remembering anything of the previous night. He finds a blood
stain on his helmet and a text on his phone reminding him to deliver a certain Red Sparrow
at the usual place and nothing more. From this moment, Daitona will be involved in a few
matters of mistaken identity, serial misunderstandings and ambiguous meetings such as
the one with an erotic she-poet, a psycho thug, a fanatic actor and a greedy publisher. Set
in a look-alike Los Angeles Italian capital city, which is peopled with grotesque characters
and endemic caricatures, Daitona will necessarily need to solve a series of apparently
unexplainable questions: what the hell happened the night before? What is the Red
Sparrow? What do everyone want from him?
NOTES FROM THE DIRECTOR
Both the American imagery and culture have massively influenced those who grew up in the
1990s, like me. When we were little America was a cool thing, a sort of distant and dreamy
mirage. Then when we grew up, like it or not, America became a comparison. Here in Italy
many directors of my generation are currently producing a new type of cinema. A new
aesthetics - fresh and hybrid - which tributes that kind of American imagery while keeping
an eye open on film genre. At the same time, the stylistic trademarks of Italian cinema are
still clearly visible. In Daitona, you can spot American references from its very title and then
across the whole story and characters: the plot is full of cliffhangers and turning points, like
in most Hollywood movies. But in the end nothing is what it looks like: everything is just a
giant misunderstanding that reminds us we are still in our beloved Italy, where everything
changes in order for things not to change at all.
Daitona is my first feature-film, in which I wanted to tribute everything that I have always
loved: from Bukowski-style corrupted characters, to the weird atmospheres of the Coen
brothers, the catchy rhythm of Tarantino’s dialogues and the surreal comedic tone of Edgar
Wright up to the buzzing lights of Mario Bava and the most recent TV series which have
revolutionized the small screen. I also played with film genre by mixing their different
features into this experimental and kaleidoscopic pot. The story itself becomes almost a
pretext to explore hopes, frustrations and desires of Loris Daitona and the other characters
who gravitate around him. I also wanted to turn independent cinema into my strength - I
was in fact given all the time that I needed without excessive pressure. I started from writing
dialogues carefully. Then I dedicated several weeks to working with actors in order to find
Daitona’s own stylistic trademark. Then I walked around Rome a lot, filming its “Roman
essence”, went jogging in Villa Torlonia and had the chance to work with an incredible
team, without owing anything to anyone. This is how the universe of Daitona, which started
as a bidimensional project for the big screen, has progressively become tridimensional,
allowing fiction and reality to melt into each other.
Lorenzo Giovenga - Director
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NOTES FROM THE PRODUCTION
I first met Lorenzo Giovenga in the summer of 2015, in Milan. We worked together on the
historical short-film Gemma di Maggio. It was my first time as a production manager. With
Lorenzo and Chiara, my partner, we later started to produce commercials, videoclips etc. It
was during those summer days that Lorenzo first told us about Daitona. It would have been
his first feature film as a solo director, the first feature film for the actor and my first
experience as a producer. A big challenge. To be honest, I was new to film sets, aside
some previous experience as an actor myself. But it didn’t matter, because we let our
young age and passion decide for us. After a few days, we started to organize the film. We
could count only on our savings at that time. In the meanwhile, we established our
production company with Lorenzo Lazzarini, the protagonist of Daitona, Chiara Serangeli,
who is an actor herself, and Valentina Signorelli, screenwriter of the film: “Daitona srl”,
which then produced Daitona, was born on February 29th, 2016.
The post-production phase of Daitona was very tough. It was thanks to my attention to
details and the support of my colleagues that we could overcome a few obstacles and
realize a very precise production plan. As an example: the Ciao-moped insurance was
finally issued only a few hours before the first ciak. Without that document, we wouldn’t
been able to start filming. Instead, on May 5th 2016, the first scene was shot on time in the
Gasmeter area of the city of Rome. The filmings lasted for only two weeks. It was a
marvellous madness, which included a couple of pauses and postponed set days. But we
made it, in the end.
Daitona was produced in total autonomy. It was financed by our own savings and the
investments of co-producers Fabrizio Giovenga and Andrea Trenta, both good friends of
ours. Then, we could also count on two small product placements. No fundings from the
government, no film commissions, no tax-credit: this is why we call ourself “independent.”
The film is really low-budget (around 50.000€) and this budget was managed to optimize all
available resources and obtain the best technical results. For these reasons, Daitona has
been mostly produced thanks to the heart and professionalism of all those who worked with
us and of those who believed in this project, starting from Ms. Ornella Muti, Luca di
Giovanni and the others.
Finally, the Daitona-experience does not end with the feature film as we extended the life of
our protagonist Loris Daitona beyond the cinematic screen: we published his book online,
we opened and ran his YouTube channel containing several references to the film. I hope
this is just the beginning.
Jacopo Sartori - Head of Production and General Manager
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THE FILM COMPANY
Daitona s.r.l. is a new audio-visual company, born on February 29th, 2016. It was founded
by Jacopo Sartori, Lorenzo Giovenga, Lorenzo Lazzarini, Valentina Signorelli and Chiara
Serangeli who have been working in the audio-visual and live industries for many years,
both in Italy and the UK.
Daitona srl employs cinematic-style techniques across traditional and digital media,
redefining the premises of the Italian cultural industry. Intermediality and crossmediality
are at the core of the company’s ethics and aesthetics, combining strategies of expanded
storytelling with professionalism, creativity and optimized production processes.
Daitona is based in Rome and Milan. All five founders have been actively involved in the
making of Daitona the movie.
THE DIRECTOR
Lorenzo Giovenga was born in Rome in 1989. He holds an MA in Film Studies from
Sapienza - University of Rome. In 2014 he worked at Sky Italy where he collaborated to the
documentary Mario Bava: Operazione Paura by Roberto Pisoni and Gabriele Acerbo. In
2015, along with Valentina Signorelli, he wrote and directed the award-winning docu-film
Anséra - Trace The Future. In the same year, along with Giuliano Giacomelli, he also wrote
and directed the award-winning historical short-film Gemma di Maggio starring Franco Nero
and produced in collaboration with Lazio Region.
THE ACTOR
Lorenzo Lazzarini, was born in Rome in 1993. He began acting at a very young age and he
also collaborated with the famous Mauri-Sturno theater company. In 2015 Lazzarini was
chosen by Giovenga as the lead of the historical short-film Gemma di Maggio. During the
post-production phase, Giovenga and Lazzarini started to create the character of Loris
Daitona, which represented the starting point for producing the homonym film.
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DAITONA EXISTS!
beyond the big screen
Daitona’s expanded universe exists beyond the big screen. During the pre-production
phase we shaped the real character of Loris Daitona by self-publishing his novel Ti Lovvo - I
Luvve You, by opening and running his YouTube channel and Facebook page and finally, by
letting him take part in a number of events and conferences, including the launch of his own
book. This experiment was meant to test the boundaries of fiction and reality. Within the
weeks, the audience has responded positively and in many different ways, despite being
completely unaware of the real nature of this multimedia experience: the Facebook page
has hit 3.500+ followers, while Youtube counts 700+ subscribers. In addition to expanding
the film imagery and producing prequel material to the story, this experiment has created a
record, upon which it will be possible to plan future marketing strategies.

TI LOVVO, the novel written by
Loris Daitona at just 16 really
exists! It is available both in its
printed and e-book editions on
the main Italian book-stores,
including the publisher’s official
website
defabrisedizioni.it
which was especially created
to provide this experiment of
bolder credibility.

Loris Daitona’s VIDEOBLOG
which contains references to
the
film
really
exists!
Characterized by an immediate
and
rough
style,
this
video-diary explores the life of
the author before the movie. It
stands as a proper prequel to
the film in which a few
characters and elements get
first introduced. In reality, Loris
Daitona decides to quit his
YouTube career, as highlighted
at the beginning of the film itself. The last video of Daitona’s Youtube channel arises many questions
which will be answered in the film.
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INFO

Title
Country of Origin
Year
Running Time
Genre

Daitona
Italy
2017
94’
Comedy

Produced by Daitona s.r.l.
Fabrizio Giovenga
Andrea Trenta
Director
Original Screenplay

Lorenzo Giovenga
Lorenzo Giovenga, Valentina Signorelli

Cast

Loris Daitona Lorenzo Lazzarini
Toni Scoglio Luca Di Giovanni
Sarah De Ledi Ornella Muti
Ascanio Pomilio Alessandro Grilli
Lina Lina Bernardi
Macina Lorenzo Bartoli
Ercole De Fabris Pietro De Silva
Pierpaolo Pierpaolo Benigni
Riccardo Riccardo Festa
Jesus Roberto Fazioli
Melissa Noemi Guglietta
Sonia Chiara Serangeli
 Sonia’s Mum Mena Antonelli
Costumer Stefano Natale
Elianto Elia Morra
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Crew

Director Lorenzo Giovenga
1st AD Valentina Signorelli
2nd AD Jacopo Sartori
Continuity Annalisa Liberatori
Cinematographer Daniele Trani
Camera operator Luca Galasso
Backstage operator Carolina Piani
Costumes Cynthia Vanrell
Make-up artist Maria Pilo
Hair stylist Simone di Fazio
Scenography Samantha Giova
Dental center paintings Maupal
Sound operator Luigi Casale
Executive production Daitona s.r.l.
Production manager Jacopo Sartori
Film editing Francesca Addonizio
Assistant video editing Davide D'angelo
 VFX Diego Capitani
Color correction Ercole Cosmi
 Post-production studio Direct To Brain
Original illustrations Danilo D'Alessandro
Digital color Erika Panacci
Animation Diego Capitani
Sound designer Leonardo Paoletti
Sound mixer Michele Gualdrini
 Mixing studio Laser Film
Original soundtrack Gualtiero Titta
Songs Elianto
Itchy Teeth
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